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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Z" = PG(n, q) denote the n-dimensional projective space over the field 
GF(q). A k-arc of points in Z" (with k i> n + 1 ) is a set K of points with the 
property that no n + 1 points of K lie in a hyperplane. Sometimes it is more 
convenient o discuss matters in terms of the dual object: A k-arc of 
hyperplanes, again k ~> n + 1, is a set of hyperplanes no n + 1 of which pass 
through a point. We say that a k-arc of _r is complete if it cannot be 
extended to a (k + 1)-arc of _r. 
It is well known [2] that k-arcs of PG(n, q) and linear M.D.S. codes 
(Maximum Distance Separable codes) of dimension n + 1 and length k 
over GF(q), are equivalent objects. Hence any result on k-arcs can be 
translated in terms of linear M.D.S. codes, and conversely. The k-arcs 
which correspond with generalized Reed-Solomon codes and generalized 
doubly extended Reed-Solomon codes are subsets of normal rational 
curves [8]. 
In 1955, B. Segre posed the following problems [-7]: 
(1) For given n and q what is the maximum value of k for which 
there exist k-arcs in PG(n, q)? 
(2) For what values of n and q, with q > n + 1, is every (q + 1)-arc of 
PG(n, q) the point set of a normal rational curve? 
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(3) For given n and q, with q>n+ 1, what are the values of k for 
which every k-arc of PG(n, q) is contained in a normal rational curve of 
this space? 
2. SKETCH OF KNOWN RESULTS FOR q ODD [2, 10] 
THEOREM 2.1 (B. Segre). For any k-arc in PG(n, q), with q¢3  and 
n=2,  3, or 4, we have k <<. q + 1;for any k-arc of PG(n, 3) with n=2,3 ,  or 
4, we have k <~ n + 2. For any n the point set of a normal rational curve is a 
(q + 1)-arc. For n = 2, 3 the converse is true, i.e., a (q + 1)-arc of PG(2, q) 
is an irreducible conic and a (q + 1)-arc of PG(3, q) is a twisted cubic. 
THEOREM 2.2 (J. A. Thas). (a) For any k-arc of PG(n,q), q> 
(4n - 23/4) 2, we have k <~ q + 1. 
(b) In PG(n, q), with q>(4n-23/4)  2, every (q+ 1)-arc is the point 
set of a normal rational curve. 
(c) In PG(n, q) every k-arc with k> q- ,~fq/4  + n -7 /16  is contained 
in one and only one normal rational curve of this space. 
Remarks. 1. By a recent note due to H. Kaneta and T. Maruta [-6] 
the bound in (a) of Theorem 2.2 can be improved to q > (4n-  39/4) 2. 
2. By a result of J. F. Voloch [11], combined with the note 
mentioned in Remark 1, for q a prime the bounds in (a), (b), (c) of 
Theorem 2.2 can be respectively improved to q > 45n-140,  q> 45n-95,  
and k > 44q/45 + n - 10/9. 
3. D .G.  Glynn proves that in PG(4, 9) there exists a 10-arc which is 
not a normal rational curve, 
3. SKETCH OF KNOWN RESULTS FOR q EVEN [2, 10] 
In PG(2, q), q even, it is easy to show that for a k-arc we have k ~< q + 2 
and that (q + 2)-arcs exist. 
THEOREM 3.1 (B. Segre). A k-arc of PG(2, q) with k>q-x / -q+l  is 
contained in a (q + 2)-arc; for q > 2 this (q + 2)-arc is unique and for q = 2 
there are two such 4-arcs. For any n the point set of a normal rational curve 
is a (q + 1)-arc. 
THEOREM 3.2 (J. C. Fisher, J. W. P. Hirschfeld, and J. A. Thas; E. Boros 
and T. Sz6nyi). For any square q, complete (q - -E+ 1)-arcs exist in 
Pa(2, q). 
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THEOREM 3.3 (L. R. A. Casse). For any k-arc of PG(3, q), q>2,  we 
have k <~q+ 1; for any k-arc of PG(3, 2) we have k<.5. For any k-arc of 
PG(4, q), q>4,  we have k <~ q+ 1;for any k-arc of PG(4, 2) or PG(4, 4) we 
have k <~ 6. 
THEOREM 3.4 (L. R. A. Casse and D. G. Glynn). Every (q+ 1)-arc of 
PG(3, q), q = 2 h, is projectively equivalent to 
C= {(1, t, t e, te+l ) l teGF(q)w {or}}, 
where e = 2 ~ and (m, h) = 1. Any (q + 1)-arc of PG(4, q) is a normal rational 
curve .  
THEOREM 3.5 (H. Kaneta and T. Maruta [-6]). For any k-arc of 
PG(5, q), q>4,  we have k <~ q + 1;for any k-arc of PG(5, 2) or PG(5, 4) we 
have k <~ 7. 
THEOREM 3.6 (J. A. Thas). For any k-arc in PG(q-2 ,  q) there holds 
k <~ q + 2 and a (q + 2)-arc can be constructed by adjoining to a normal 
rational curve a certain point, its nucleus. 
THEOREM 3.7 (A. A. Bruen, J. A. Thas, and A. Blokhuis). (a) Let K 
be a k-arc of PG(3, q), q ¢ 2. I f k  >~ q + 3 - ,~ ,  then K can be completed to 
a (q + 1 )-arc which is uniquely determined by K. 
(b) In PG(n, q), n~>4 andq>~(n-2)  3, there holds k<~q+ l for every 
k-arc K. 
(c) In PG(n, q), n >i 4 and q >~ (n -  1)3, every (q + 1)-arc is a normal 
rational curve. 
(d) Let K be a k-arc in PG(n,q), n~>4, q=2 h, h~>2 and 
k >1 q + n -  ,~ .  Then K lies in a normal rational curve L of PG(n, q). 
Moreover L is completely determined by K. 
Remark. The main new idea introduced in [2] was to associate to each 
k-arc of hyperplanes in PG(3, q) and PG(4, q), with q even, a hypersurface 
of degree q + 3 - k, resp. q + 4 - k, and to use the properties of these hyper- 
surfaces, combined with the proof of Theorem 2.2, to obtain Theorem 3.7. 
In [1] a hypersurface of degree q+n-k ,  resp. 2(q+n-k) ,  is associated 
to each k-arc of hyperplanes of PG(n, q), q even, resp. q odd. 
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4. DUALITY PRINCIPLE FOR k-ARcs  
THEOREM 4.1 (J. A. Thas [9]). A k-arc of PG(n, q), n >~ 2 and k >~n + 4, 
exists if and only if a k-arc of PG(k -2 -n ,  q) exists. For n >~2 and 
k >>. n + 4 we have: 
number of k-arcs of PG(n, q) 
number of k-arcs of PG(k - n - 2, q) 
number of normal rational curves of PG(n, q) 
number of normal rational curves of PG(k - n - 2, q)" 
COROLLARY. I f  every (q+ 1)-arc of PG(n, q), n>~2 and q~>n+3, is a 
normal rational curve, then every (q + 1)-arc of PG(q-  1 -n ,  q) is a normal 
rational curve. 
Remark. In terms of M.D.S. codes the first part of Theorem 4.1 tells us 
that the dual code of a linear M.D.S. code is again a linear M.D.S. code. 
5. IMPROVEMENT OF THE BOUNDS IN PG(3, q), q EVEN 
Let K= {rtl, rt2, ..., 7zk} be a k-arc of planes in PG(3, q), q even, and 
assume that k>q-x / -q+2.  If ~b is the surface of degree q+3-k  
associated to K, then by Lemma 1.5 of [2] each curve ~b c~ rc i= Ci of degree 
t = q + 3 - k factors into t lines which form an arc of lines in the plane rc~. 
These t lines L~I, L,-2 .... , L~, together with the lines rc~ ~j, i# j  and 1 ~< i, 
j<~ k, form a (q + 2)-arc of lines in rci. The lines L , ,  Li2 ..... L~, are called 
S-lines or Segre lines. We note that any S-line lies in a unique plane 
of K. By Lemma 1.6 of [2] each point p lying on an S-line lies on exactly 
one other S-line. 
LEMMA 5.1. I f  q - a/-q/2 + 9/4 < k < q + 1, then for any plane 7t of 
PG(3, q) the curve qbnTz & reducible over the algebraic closure ~ of 
= Gr(q). 
Proof. Clearly k > q -  xfq + 2 and since there is an  integer between 
q - a/~/2 + 9/4 and q + 1, we necessarily have q/> 32. 
We may assume that no S-line is contained in ~. Then any S-line has 
exactly one point in common with zc Since the number of S-lines is equal 
to k(q + 3 -  k )= kt and each point is on either 0 or 2 S-lines, we have 
I~ c~ 7z I >>. kt/2. 
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Assume ~ c~ n is absolutely irreducible, i.e., irreducible over ~. By the 
Hasse-Weil bound we then have 
(q+ 3 -k )k /2~q+ 1 +(q+ 2-k ) (q+ 1 -k )  xfl ~. 
Consequently, either k ~> q + 1 or k ~< q - , ,~/2 + 9/4 - 1/(4 + 8x/-q) < q - 
x/-@2+9/4, a contradiction. We conclude that ~c~rc is reducible 
over ~7. | 
LEMMA 5.2. I f  q -- Xf@2 + 9/.4 < k < q + 1 and k is even, then for each 
plane ~ of PG(3, q) the curve q~c~= C contains a line as component 
(over 7). 
Proof We may assume that no S-line is contained in re. By Lemma 5.1 
the curve C is reducible over ~7. We have 2 < t < x//q/2 + 3/4 and q/> 32. 
If C' is an absolutely irreducible component of C of degree m, with 
m>~4, then we show that IC'l < (q+ 1)m/2. 
If C' is not defined over 7, then ]C'I ~m 2 [5,  p. 221]; if C' is defined over 
7, then by the Hasse-Weil bound [C'1 ~<q+ 1 +(m-  1)(m-2)x/~.  Since 
q+ l +( rn -1) (m-2)x fq>~m 2, we always have [C']<~q+ l +(m-1)x  
(m-  2)x/q. Assume that 
q+ 1 + (m-  1)(m-Z)x/-q~> (q+ 1)m/2. 
Then either 
3+1+1 4 1 







1 ~/(w/~_ 2)e + 2 4 1 
4 V /~+q ~>m" 
4 2 
or  
m< 4 +2+ -2+- -  4xfq  4 4x/~" 
This contradicts 4 ~< m < t < x/q/2 + 3/4. Hence I C'l < (q + 1)m/2. 
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If C" is an absolutely irreducible component of C of odd degree m, with 
m ~> 5, then we show that ]C"] < ((m - 3)/2)(q + 1) + q + 1 + 2 x/q- Note 
that by the Hasse-Weil bound q + 1 + 2 x/q is the maximum number of 
points of an absolutely irreducible plane cubic curve over 7. 
If C" ~is not defined over 7, then ]C"] ~< m2; if C" is defined over 7, 
then IC"l<~q+l+(m-1)(m-2)x/~ Hence always IC" l~<q+l+ 
(m-1) (m-2)x /q .  Since 5<<.m<~qm,-k<xfq/2-5/4 we have q/>256. 
Assume that 
m-3  
(q+ 1)+q+ 1 +2 x/-q ~< q + 1 + (m-  l )(m -- 2) x/q" 
Then either 
1 3 
m~< +- -+ .~ -6 )+2 - -+-  
4x/-q 2 x/-q q 
or  
4 31J m~> +--+4xfq 2+4 (x f~_6)2+2 12__+_.1 
Since q ~> 256 we have 2 - 12/xf ~ + 1/q > 0. Hence either 
3 1 x /~-6  3+- -  
m< 2q 4x /q  4 4x/q  
or  
2 
This contradicts 5<~m<,,/q/2-5/4, and IC"l <((m-3)/2)(q+ l)  so  
q+ 1 +2x/q .  
Assume that C contains no linear component over 7, but contains 
/~(~> 0) linear components over 7. Since C has odd degree, the number of 
components (over ~) of C of odd degree is odd. By the preceding sections 
and using 2(q + 1 + 2 x/-q) < 3(q + 1 ) we now have 
t - - f l - -3  
(i) for~evenlCl<~~(q+l)+~+(q+l+2x/q) 
t -3  
~<--~ (q+ 1)+q+ 1 +2 x~;  
~_  t- -3 
(ii) for/~ odd ICI ~< (q+l)+~<---~-(q+l)+q+l+2x/q. 








t -3  ICl~-(q+l)+q+l+2~. 
k(q + 3 - k) 
2 
~ ICl ~ ~-~-~ (q + 1) +q+1+2~.  
k ~< q + 2 -  X/(x/-q- 3)2 + 2 x /q -  7 
k ~> q + 2 + X / (x /q -  3)2 + 2 ~-  7. 
k <q+ 2- (~-  3 )=q-x /q+ 5
k>q+ 2 + (x/q-  3)=q+ x~-  l. 
q -~+]<k<q+ 1. 
We conclude that C contains a line as component over 7- | 
THEOREM 5.3. 1.1" q- -x /q /2+9/4<k<q+l  and k is even, then q~ 
contains aplane as component (over 7). 
Proof Let 7z~ be a plane of the k-arc. In ~z i there are q+3-k= 
t<x/-@2+3/4 S-lines which form an arc of lines in ~i. Since q>~ 
t(t-3)/2 + 2, this arc is incomplete, so there is a line which intersects the 
t lines of the arc at t different points [-5, p. 205]. Hence ]L~q~] =t  and 
the t points of q~ n L are simple for q~. Considering the q + 1 planes of 
PG(3, q) through L and using Lemma 5.2, we see that at least one point p 
of q~ c~ L is contained in at least (q + 1 )It lines of qs. Hence p is contained 
in at least 2 x /q -4  + (x/@2 + 4) / (~/2  + 3/4) lines of qs. It follows that 
the tangent plane ~p of ~b at p contains more than 2 ~-4  lines of q~. 
Since 2 ,~-  4 > t the plane 7[p is a component of 45. | 
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THEOREM 5.4. Any k-arc K of PG(3, q), with q even, k even and 
q - x/q/2 + 9/4 < k < q + 1, can be extended to a (k + 1 )-arc. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem l.3 of [2] and 
Theorem 5.3. | 
LEMMA 5.5. If q -- x/q/2 + 9/4 < k < q + 1 and k is odd, then for each 
plane ~ of PG( 3, q) the curve ~ c~ 7r = C either contains a line as component 
over or consists of t/2 irreducible conics deft'ned over 7. 
Proof. We may assume that no S-line is contained in 7r. 
If C' is an absolutely irreducible component of C of degree m, with 
q + 2 -  k > m > 4 and q > 512, then we show that I C'I < ( (m-  4)/2)(q + 1) + 
q+ 1 + 2 x/q. Note that by the Hasse-Weil bound q + 1 + 2 x/q is the 
m~'dmum number of points of an absolutely irreducible plane cubic curve 
over 7- 
Ignore at the moment the condition q>512. If C' is not defined 
over 7, then [C ' l~m 2, if C' is defined over 7, then [C ' [<q+l+ 
(m - 1)(m - 2) x/q. Hence always IC'l ~< q + 1 + (m - 1)(m - 2) v/-q. Since 
5 ~< m ~< q + 1 - k < x/-q/2 - 5/4 we have q ~> 256. Assume that 
m-4  
- - -~- (q+l )+q+t+2G<~q+l+(m- -1) (m-2)x /@ (1) 
Then either 
m~< + +4x/~ 
or 
1 / 20 1 
4 X/(x/-q- 11)2 + 2 v /q -  ~ +- -83q 
m~> + +--+4V/~ - l l )2+2x/ -q -~+- -83 .q  
For q > 1024 we have 2 x//q-  20/w/q + 1/q - 83 > 0. Hence for q > 1024 
either 
~ 1 x//q - 11 17 1 
m< + + 4x//~ 4x/~ ~ - 4  4 - -  
or 
m T . ~  4 - 2 4" 
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This contradicts 5 ~< m < ,,f@2 - 5/2. For q = 256 the inequality (1) is 
satisfied; for q = 512 (1) together with 5 ~< rn ~< q + 1 - k < x/q/2 - 5/4 gives 
m--10 and k=503; for q=1024(1) is in contradiction with 5~<m< 
xf@2-  5/4. 
Let C" be an absolutely irreducible component of degree 4 of C. If C" 
is not defined over V, then IC"l ~<16<2(q+ 1), if C" is defined over V, 
then [C ' l~<q+l+6x/~,  " and consequently [C "[~<2(q+l) (for q~>32). 
Hence always ]C"[ ~2(q+ 1). 
Now assume that over ~7 C neither contains a line, nor consists entirely 
of irreducible conics and irreducible quartic curves. Assume also that 
q¢ {256, 512}. Let fl be the number of absolutely irreducible components 
of degree 3, and let e be the number of absolutely irreducible components 
of degree at least 5. If ~ = 0 then, since q + 3 - k = t is even, fl is even and 
so ~ + fl is even. Also a + fl > 0. By the preceding sections 
ICL ~< 
t - 3fl - 4c~ 
2 
(q+ 1)+ (a+fi)(q+ 1 +2 x/q)" 
Further note that 2(q + 1 + 2 ~fq) < 3(q + 1). If a + fl is odd, so a 4: 0, then 
Icl ~<- -  
t -~-3  t -4  
(q+ 1)+q+ 1 + 2 xfq ~<--z--(q+ 1)+q+ 1 +2 x/-q. 
If c~ +/3 is even, so c~ + fl ~> 2, then 
fcl ~<- -  
t -~- -6  (q+ 1)+2(q+ 1 + 2 x/q)-< t -6  "~ 2 (q+l )+2(q+l+2, , / -q ) .  
So in both cases 
_<t--6 
ICl~ 2 (q+l )+Z(q+l+Z.~/ -q )  q-k  3 
2 
- -  (q+ 1) +2(q+ 1+2 x/-q)" 
Consequently 
k(q+ 3-k )  <t -6  
2 -.~--~- (q + 1) + 2(q + 1 + 2 .~/-q). 
So, either 
k <<. q + 2 - ~/2q - 8 ~/-q + 3 
OF 
k >>- q + 2 + ~/2q  - 8 , , /~ + 3. 
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This contradicts q-x/-q/2+9/4<k<q+l.  Hence for q¢{256, 512} C 
contains over ~7 either a linear component, or consists entirely of absolutely 
irreducible conics and absolutely irreducible quartic curves. 
Let C consist of ~ absolutely irreducible conics and 6 absolutely 
irreducible quartic curves, with 6 ~> 1. If q = 32, then t = 3, so k is even. 
Hence q ~> 64. Since 
we have 
t - 46 
2 (q+l )+6(q+l+6x/q)  
q+3-k  
2 
q+3-k  <~- -  
2 
I (q+ l )+6(_q_  l +6 ~)  
(q+ 1) -q -  1 +6 x~,  
k(q+ 3 -k)<~ ICI ~ q+ 3 -k  
2 2 
(q+l ) -q - l+6x/ -  ~. 
Consequently, either 
k <<. q + 2 - x/2q -12 x/-q + 3 
or  
This contradicts 
k>~q+ 2+ ~2q-12x//-q+ 3.
q - - -~+~<k<q+ 1. 
So over ~7, and with q¢ {256, 512}, C either contains a line or consists 
entirely of irreducible conics. 
Let L be a line of C, and suppose that L is not defined over 7. Then 
ILl ~< 1. Let 7E- be a plane of K not passing through a point of L over 7. The 
line M = rc n rc i intersects rci n ~, and so ~, only in points over 7. Hence the 
intersection of L and M is a point over 7, a contradiction. 
Now suppose that C consists of t/2 absolutely irreducible conics, p of 
which are not defined over 7, with p ~> 1. Then 
k(q+ 3 -k )  <~ ICI <q+ 3-k -  2p (q+ 1)+4p 
2 2 
q+l -k  
~< ~ (q+l )+4.  
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Hence either 
k~<q+2-x /~-5  or k~>q+2+x/~-5 ,  
a contradiction. 
Consequently for q¢ {256, 512} C either contains a line over 7 or 
consists of t/2 absolutely irreducible conics over 7. 
Let q = 512. Then (1) together with 5 ~< m ~< q + 1 - k < x/-@2 - 5/4 gives 
m= 10 and k=503.  So assume that m= 10 and t= 12. If C does not 
contain a line, then 
kt 503.12 
- -~< hcl ~<(q+ 1)+ (q+ 1 + 72 x/-q)= 1026 + 72 ~ ,  
2 2 
a contradiction. Now, in the same way as for q ~ {256, 512} we see that C 
contains a linear component over the ground field 7. If q = 512 and if there 
is no absolutely irreducible component with m > 4, then we proceed as in 
the case q¢ {256, 512} with c~=0 and c~+fl=fl~>2. 
Finally, let q = 256. From 2 < t < v/q/2 + 3/4 with t even, and 4 < m < 
t -1  follows that t=8 and m~{5,6} .  If t=8,  m=5,  and C does not 
contain a line, then 
kt 251.8 
2 2 
- -~< fCI ~<(q+ 1+ 12x/ -q )+(q+ 1 +2x/q)=738,  




- -~< [CI ~<(q+ 1 + 20 x/-q)+ (q+ 1) = 834, 
a contradiction. In the same way as for qq~ {256, 512} we see that C 
contains a linear component  over the ground field 7. If q = 256 and if there 
is no absolutely irreducible component with m > 4, then we proceed as in 
the case qq~{256, 512} with ~=0 and c~+fl=fl~>2. II 
THEOREM 5.6. I f  q-~/2+9/4<k<q+l  and k is odd, then q5 
contains a plane as component (over 7) or consists of (q + 3 -k) /2  hyperbolic 
quadrics (over 7). 
Proof If ~b contains a plane ( as component,  then for each plane ni of 
K the line (n  n; is an S-line, so ( contains at least k lines over 7 and 
consequently ( is defined over 7. 
F rom now on we assume that 05 does not contain a linear component. 
By the proof  of Theorem 5.3 there is at least one plane which does not 
contain a line of qs. 
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Let rc be a plane for which q5 n ~ = C consists of t/2 irreducible conics 
(over V). First we show that no two of these conics coincide. 
Assume that at least two of the conics coincide. Then we have 
k(q+3-k)<~ IC] ~<q+ 1-k  





This contradicts q -  ,,/-q/2 + 9/4 < k < q + 1. Hence the t/2 conics are 
different. 
The number of points common to at least two of these conics is at most 
(2 ) /  .._~___ ._.___ 5) q< 
, ,u-2)  
4-~ -1  2 -  2 2 \  2 4 J \  2 8" 
Let C1 be one of the conics and let p be a point of 7~, with p ¢ C1 and p 
distinct from the nucleus (or kernel) of C1. Then there is at least one line 
L of rc through p which neither contains a point over 7 of C1 nor contains 
a point over ~ common to at least two conics. For this line L each point 
of L c~b is a simple point for ~b. Over 7 we have ILn~bl ~<t -2< 
x/q/2 - 5/4. Since q~ does not contain a linear component, at each point of 
L c~ ~b the tangent plane of q~ contains at most t different lines of 4. Hence 
each point of L m ~ is contained in at most t lines of q~. Consequently 
the number of planes re' through L for which ~z'~ ~b contains a line as 
component over V is at most (t-2)t<(x/~/2-5/4)(x/~/2+3/4)= 
q/4-x/-q/4-15/16<q/4-x/q/4. It follows that for more than q+l -  
q/4 + x/~/4 > 3q/4 + v/q/4 planes z~' through L the curve ~b c~ ~' consists 
(over ~) of t/2 absolutely irreducible conics. Hence over 7 the two conjugate 
points in the set L n C1 are contained in more than (3q + x/~)/4 absolutely 
irreducible conics of ~b, all defined over 7 and lying in different planes 
through L. Let C~, C2 .... , be these conics, and let (j be the plane of Cj. 
For any S-line Li, let tl be the number of conics of {C1, C2 .... } = V 
containing at least (and then exactly one) point of Li. The number of 
points of ( in  • not belonging to an S-line is at most U/2)(q+ 1) - tk /2= 
t(t-2)/2 < (1/2)(v/q/2 +3/4)(x/q/Z- 5/4) < q/8-x/q/8. Hence the number 
of points of Cj belonging to an S-line is more than q + 1 - q/8 + x/~/8 > 
7q/8 + x/~/8. As each point of • is on 0 or 2 S-lines it now follows that 
~t i> (3q + v/~) (7q+x/q).z=Zlq2+lOqv/q+q (2) 
4 8 16 i 
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The number of S-lines is equal to (q+3-k)k .  Since the function 
f(x) = (q + 3 - x)x is strictly decreasing for x t> (q + 3)/2, we have 
From (2) and (3) it now follows that 
)/ [= t i ( (q+3-k)k )>8qx/~+8q+12 /~+27> x/q -2" 
Hence there is an S-line N which has a point in common with more than 
21 x /q /8 -2  conics of the set V, say with C1, Cz, ..., Cs. 
The common points of CI, C2, ..., Cs are denoted by y and y'. Remind 
that y, y' are conjugate points over ~. Let ri be the common point of N and 
Ci, with i = 2, 3, and let M2, M~ be the tangent lines of C2 at the respective 
points y, y'. The (absolutely irreducible) quadric (over 7) containing 
C1, r2, r3 and having M2, M~ as tangent lines will be denoted by Q. Since 
r 2 ~ Q and since the tangent lines M2, M~ of C2 are tangent lines of Q, the 
conic C2 belongs to Q. Since N has at least three points in common with 
Q, it also belongs to Q. The common point of N and Ci will be denoted 
by ri and the tangent lines of C; at the respective points y, y' will be 
denoted by Mi, M;, with i = 1, 2 ..... s. The tangent plane of ~b, respectively 
Q, at the point y (respectively y') is the plane M1M2 (respectively M~M~). 
Hence the tangent lines M~=M~M2 n ~, M; =M~M~cn ~ of C~ are also 
tangent lines of Q, i = 3, 4, ..., s. Since moreover ri ~ Q, the conic C¢ belongs 
to Q, i= 3_, 4, ..., s. Consequently the s conics C~, C2, ..., Cs belong to Q. As 
2s > 21xfq/4 - 4 > 2t we have Q c q~ by the theorem of Bezout. 
By taking for C~ any other conic of • cn rc we then see that ~ consists 
of t/2 absolutely irreducible quadrics over 7. For any plane ~t~ EK the curve 
rc~ n q5 consists of t different S-lines, and so necessarily zc~ contains exactly 
two different lines of any of the t/2 quadrics. It follows that any of the 
quadrics contains at least 2k > 2q-  x/q + 9/2 lines, hence is hyperbolic. 
We conclude that q~ either contains a plane as component (over 7) or 
consists of (q + 3 -  k)/2 hyperbolic quadrics (over 7). | 
THEOREM 5.7. Any k-arc K of PG(3, q), with q even, k odd and 
q - x/-q/2 + 9/4 < k < q + 1, can be extended to a (k + 1 )-arc. 
Proof By Theorem 5.6 ~b contains a plane as component (over ~) or 
consists of (q + 3 -  k)/2 hyperbolic quadrics (over 7). 
If ~ contains a plane as component (over 7), then by Theorem 1.3 of [2] 
K can be extended to a (k + 1)-arc. 
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Now assume that ~ consists of t/2 hyperbolic quadrics (over y). Then we 
can use the proof of Theorem 2.3 in [2], and conclude that K can be 
extended to a (k + 1)-arc. | 
THEOREM A. Let K be any k-arc (of points or planes) in PG(3, q), q even 
and q ¢ 2. ~.Assume that k > q - x/-q/2 + 9/4. Then K can be completed to a 
(q + 1)-arc K,. Moreover K is uniquely determined by K. 
Proof Assume that q - ~f@2 + 9/4 < k < q + 1. By Theorems 5.4 and 
5.7 the k-arc K is not complete and so it extends to a (k+ 1)-arc K'. 
If k+ l=q+l  we are done. If k+ l<q+l  then, since k+l>q-  
x/-q/2 + 9/4 the arc K' extends to a (k + 2)-arc K". Proceeding in this way 
we get that K can be extended to a (q+ 1)-arc gT. By Theorem 1.4 of [2], 
K" is uniquely determined by K since q - x/q/2 + 9/4 > (q + 4)/2. | 
6. IMPROWMENT OF THE BOUNDS IN PG(n, q), q EVEN AND n ~> 4 
First of all, Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 of [2] hold when k/> q + 4 -  x~ is 
replaced by k > q - x/q/2 + 13/4. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let K be any k-arc (of points or solids) in PG(4, q), q 
even, with q-x/ -@2+ 13/4<k <q. Then K can be extended to a q-arc of 
Pa(4, q). 
Proof Use the proof of Theorem 4.1 in [2]. Then we have only to 
show that Case 2, i.e., 
t ~ ( (k -  1 ) ( t -4 ) / ( t -  2) + (2 t -4 ) ) / ( t -  1) (4) 
cannot occur for 4 < t < 3/4 + x/-q/2. Since 4 < t < 3/4 + x/q/2 we 
necessarily have q>~ 128. By Case 2 of Theorem 4.1 in [2] we may assume 
that ~ <t  < x/-q/2 + 3/4. 
First, let q = 128. Then t = 6, k = 126. With these values of q, t, k, Eq. (4) 
is not satisfied. Now let q > 128. By (4) we have 
t3-4t2 + 3t -q t  + 4q + 4 ~O. (5) 
Hence 
Since 
3 x/q--  4(x~)2 +-~ <0'  2 
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we have 
t3- -qt+4q>O. 
But t 3 - -  qt + 4q < 0 for any t satisfying x~ < t < x/q/2 + 3/4, giving a 
contradiction. Hence Case 2 cannot occur. | 
THEOREM 6.2. Any q-arc in PG(4, q), q even and q >~ 64, can be extended 
to a (q + 1)-arc in PG(4, q). 
Proof See proof of Theorem 4.2 in [-2]. | 
THEOREM B. Let K be a k-arc (of points or hyperplanes) in PG(4, q), q 
even and q # 2. I f k  > q - x/-q/2 + 13/4 then K can be completed to a normal 
rational curve K. Moreover, R is uniquely determined by K. 
Proof Since k > q -- ,,/q/2 + 13/4 there holds q # 4. By Theorem 3.4 we 
have k ~< q + 1 for q > 4, so k > q - x/-q/2 + 13/4 implies q ~> 32 and k ~> 33. 
If q > q - x/-q/2 + 13/4, then q ~> 64. Then using Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 along 
with Theorem 3.4 and using that, in PG(4, q), any normal rational curve is 
uniquely determined by any 7 of its points, the proof of Theorem B is 
complete. | 
THEOREM C. Let K be a k-arc of PG(n, q), q = 2 h, q #2,  n i> 4 and 
k>q-x /q /2+n-3 /4 .  Then K lies in a normal rational curve R of 
PG(n, q). Moreover R is completely determined by K. 
Proof See proof of Theorem 5.1 in [2]. | 
THEOREM D. In PG(n,q), q=2 h, n~>4 and 
(q + 1)-arc is a normal rational curve. 
Proof See proof of Corollary 5.2 in I-2]. | 
q > (2n-  7/2) 2, every 
THEOREM E. For any k-arc K in PG(n,q), q even, 
q> (2n-  11/2) 2 , we have k<~q+ 1. 
Proof See proof of Corollary 5.3, Part (2), in I-2]. | 
n >~ 4 and 
7. DUAL ITY  
Applying the duality principle of 4 to Theorems C to E, we obtain 
THEOREM F. (a) In PG(r, q), q - 4 >/r > q -- ,~/-q/2 - 1 l/4 and q = 2 h, 
there holds k <~ q + 1 for every k-arc K. 
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(b)  In PG(r, q), q-5>~r>q-x / /q /2  - 11/4 and q=2 h, every (q+ 1)- 
arc is a normal rational curve. 
(c)  Let K be a k-arc in PG(r ,q) ,  r>q-x /q /2 -11 /4 ,  q=2 h, q¢2 ,  
and k>~6 + r. Then K lies in a normal rational curve K. o f  PG(r, q). 
Moreover K is completely determined by K. 
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